PRIME CENTER - CLEAR DIALOGUE. SEAMLESS
SOUNDSTAGE
A center speaker has a challenging part to play. It has to
be a soloist—delivering clear and natural dialogue. And in
a split second it has to step back and be part of the back
up band—melding with the ambiance of the environment
they are creating. The Prime Center delivers both these
demanding parts in world-class precision with its 1”
aluminum dome tweeter, dedicated and independently
sealed 3.5” midrange driver and dual 5.25” woofers – a
true three way design, a rarity for center speakers in its
price class.
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1” aluminum dome tweeter
3.5” midrange driver
Dual 5.25” woofers
Black Ash and Piano Gloss Black finish options
5-way binding posts
Dual 1” wide-flared rear-firing ports
Cloth grille with pin/cup retention system
Elastomer stick-on bumper feet (adds 3mm to height)
Cabinet Dimensions: 7.6” (H) X 18.6” (W) X 8.3” (D)
(includes grille, binding posts and bumper feet)
Weight Unboxed: 20.2 pounds

SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN –
AMAZING SOUND AND PERFORMANCE
Borrowing liberally from the flagship Ultra Center, the
Prime Center channel features a true 3-way center
channel with a vertically-aligned tweeter and midrange
driver. This eliminates comb filtering and lobing in the
horizontal axis – resulting in crystal clear dialogue at all
listening positions in the room. Now everyone will have a
‘sweet spot’ and won’t have to strain to hear dialogue.

DRIVER AND CROSSOVER DETAILS
The 1” aluminum dome tweeter utilizes an FEA-optimized
diffuser which delivers a very open ‘airy’ presentation
and extremely unveiled highs.
The dedicated 3.5” midrange driver delivers natural,
smooth and clear vocals and features a polypropylene
cone, a vented voice coil former, and unique all-new cast
ABS-fiberglass-carbon composite basket for precise
component alignment.
Dual 5.25” woofers punch out the bass with a
long-stroke suspension and rugged motor, a
polypropylene cone, an aluminum shorting ring for
reduced distortion, a vented voice coil former, and
unique all-new cast ABS-fiberglass-carbon composite
basket for precise component alignment.
Our exclusive SoundMatch 3-way crossover ensure a
smooth transition between all drivers for a seamless
presentation and effortless projection into the room
both on and off-axis. Courtesy of premium-grade
capacitors, air-core inductors and heavy-trace printed
circuit boards.

STUNNING SOUND QUALITY
The dual 5.25” woofers deliver a full and rich sound,
doing full justice to deep male voices and delivering
plenty of punch on special effects. And to make sure
those beefy woofers can’t modulate the delicate and
critical midrange frequencies, the midrange driver is
mounted in its own dedicated and completely sealed
compartment.

